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Abstract
Purpose: A conventional 2D UNet convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture
may result in ill-defined boundaries in segmentation output. Several studies imposed
stronger constraints on each level of UNet to improve the performance of 2D UNet, such
as SegNet. In this study, we investigated 2D SegNet and a proposed conditional random
field insert (CRFI) for zonal prostate segmentation from clinical T2-weighted MRI data.
Methods: We introduced a new methodology that combines SegNet and CRFI to im-
prove the accuracy and robustness of the segmentation. CRFI has feedback connections
that encourage the data consistency at multiple levels of the feature pyramid. On the
encoder side of the SegNet, the CRFI combines the input feature maps and convolution
block output based on their spatial local similarity, like a trainable bilateral filter. For all
networks, 725 2D images (i.e., 29 MRI cases) were used in training; while, 174 2D images
(i.e., 6 cases) were used in testing.
Results: The SegNet with CRFI achieved the relatively high Dice coefficients (0.76, 0.84,
and 0.89) for the peripheral zone, central zone, and whole gland, respectively. Compared
with UNet, the SegNet+CRFIs segmentation has generally higher Dice score and showed
the robustness in determining the boundaries of anatomical structures compared with the
SegNet or UNet segmentation. The SegNet with a CRFI at the end showed the CRFI can
correct the segmentation errors from SegNet output, generating smooth and consistent
segmentation for the prostate.
Conclusion: UNet based deep neural networks demonstrated in this study can perform
zonal prostate segmentation, achieving high Dice coefficients compared with those in the
literature. The proposed CRFI method can reduce the fuzzy boundaries that affected
the segmentation performance of baseline UNet and SegNet models.
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Introduction
MRI of the prostate helps to localize cancer and characterize disease severity [22, 5, 4].
The prostate is composed of three regions: the central zone (CZ), the transition zone
(TZ), and the peripheral zone (PZ). Approximately 70% of cancers arise in the PZ, and
30% in the TZ, with very few in the CZ [7]. A PIRADS v2 score is given based on the zonal
location of a visible lesion [6, 19]. For example, in the PZ the predominant MRI sequence
used to estimate aggressiveness is diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), but T2-weighted
imaging (T2w) has greater weight when lesions are seen in the TZ [6, 19]. Therefore, an
accurate prostate zonal segmentation could serve as the first processing step in the future
automatized clinical decision-making pipeline: 1) MRI; 2) zonal segmentation; 3) lesion
detection; 4) PIRADS grading.
Automated prostate segmentation provides essential and efficient tools for accurate
measurements, primarily because manual segmentation is impractical for analyzing large
2D/3D datasets. Prostate segmentation research has been focused on the extraction of
the entire gland for many years and achieved a Dice coefficient/accuracy of 0.90 in state-
of-the-art algorithms [11]. For zonal prostate segmentation, conventional methods, such
as template-based and C-means clustering [2] and level-set [21], provided the best Dice
coefficients of 0.60 and 0.70 for PZ and combined CZ/TZ, respectively. However, these
conventional zonal segmentation methods typically involved complex pre-processing, such
as bias field correction, limiting their clinical application.
Recently, deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been applied
to a broad range of medical imaging segmentation tasks such as brain, heart, lung, and
prostate [8]. The most widely used deep neural network in medical imaging segmenta-
tion is a fully convolutional network (FCN) [13] and its variations, including 2D and 3D
UNet [3, 16] and 3D VNet [14] architectures. These FCNs provide both large receptive
field and multi-scale representation for the input image, generating edge-preserved seg-
mentations. For prostate segmentation, both UNet and VNet were successfully applied
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to the whole prostate segmentation [24, 14], and achieved a Dice coefficient of 0.87 to
0.89 that was close to the performance of state-of-the-art algorithms [11]. Meanwhile,
the ill-defined boundary of segmentation output from 2D UNet was reported in refer-
ence [24], which is likely related to the inadequate supervision in each internal level of
UNet, as proposed by Zhu et al. [24]. Several recent improvements for the UNet can be
generally considered as imposing stronger constraints on each level of UNet, e.g., provid-
ing multi-level supervision or attention focusing [24, 15], i.e., attention-UNet, or using
a fixed/simplified de-convolution kernel [1], i.e., SegNet. Meanwhile, the conventionally
widely used segmentation method, conditional random field (CRF), can also be applied to
the segmentation output from CNN or FCN, i.e., CNN/FCN+CRF, resolving the sharp
edge from blurred segmentation output from CNN or FCN [9, 20]. A recent study recast
the iterative inference process for CRF as a recurrent neural network (RNN) and intro-
duced an end-to-end trainable FCN+CRFasRNN approach [23]. However, these CRF
approaches were computationally expensive, therefore, can not be inserted into the cur-
rent UNet structure. In order to solve the ill-defined boundary for the UNet segmentation
with CRF, one should simplify the current CRF implementation and made it compatible
with the CNN architecture. In this study, we investigated 2D UNet and CRF inserts
for zonal prostate segmentation from T2-weighted MRI data. We also introduced a new
methodology that combines SegNet and the CRF insert (CRFI) to solve the ill-defined
boundary from UNet segmentation.
Methods
Objects and MRI acquisition
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at this institution and was
compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Data from
thirty-five participants, yielding a total of 875 2D images (i.e., 35 3D volumes) were used
in this study. All participants provided written, informed consent and had a biopsy-
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confirmed diagnosis of prostate cancer.
All participants were imaged with an expandable balloon endorectal coil (MedRad,
Bayer HealthCare LLC, Whippany, NJ, USA) combined with an external phased-array
coil on a 3T MR scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA). A perfluorocarbon fluid
(Galden; Solvay Plastics, West Deptford, NJ, USA) was used to inflate the balloon coil.
Fast spin-echo (FSE) T2-weighted images were acquired in an oblique axial plane with
FOV = 18 cm, slice thickness = 3 mm, matrix = 256× 256, and TR/TE = 6000/96 ms.
The other acquisition details can be found in [18].
UNet and SegNet implementations
As shown in Figure 1a, the convolutional neural network was created based on a UNet [16]
structure with three decomposition levels. On the encoder side, i.e., on the contracting
path, three 8× 8 convolutions (zero-padded convolutions) were used in each CNN block,
and a 2×2 max-pooling operation was used for the downsampling. Each convolution layer
has 32 feature channels with a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function applied
after each one. On the decoder side, i.e., on the expansive path, a 2× 2 transposed con-
volution was used for up-sampling, followed by a concatenation operation that combines
the feature channels at the same level from the encoder side and the up-sampled feature
channels from the lower level. The final layer was a 1 × 1 convolution that was used to
map each 32-channel feature vector to the three-class (background, PZ, and TZ) output.
In total the network has 19 convolutional layers. Full-size 2D images/labels with a matrix
size of 256×256 were used as the inputs/outputs for the network. The SegNet implemen-
tation was based on the abovementioned UNet, using a fixed/simplified de-convolution
kernel with the max-pooling index copied from the same level on the encoder side [1].
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CRFI implementation
The CRF frame was based on the method in previous studies those used recurrent neural
network to perform the inference for CRF [23, 12]. Briefly, CRF combined both unary de-
pendencies between output features, Y = {y1, y2, ..., yN}, where N the number of pixels,
and the input features for convolution block, I = {x1, x2, ..., xN}, as well as the pair-
wise dependencies between pairs of input features to produce the conditional probability
P (yi|I), where yi is output feature vector. yi was the label assigned to the pixel i, which
was drawn from a pre-defined set of labels L = {l1, l2, ..., lL}.
P (yi|I) = 1
Z
exp[−
∑
i
ψU(yi)−
∑
i<j
ψP (yi, yj)] (1)
where ψU(yi) the negative of the unary energy that encouraged the pixel-wise inverse
likelihood of the conditional probability, ψP (yi, yj) pairwise energy that promoted assign-
ing same output feature for similar yi and yj [23], and Z the normalizing constant. We
followed the same setting as was used in [23], the negative of the unary energy was from
the output of the previous convolution block. The additional pairwise energy promoted
the combination of adjacent and similar feature vectors for generating smooth and con-
sistent output feature vectors. In this paper, we defined the vector similarity between xi
and xj as:
S(xi, xj) = exp[−d(xi, xj)2] (2)
where d(xi, xj) the geometric distance between two vectors. We used the Eq. (2) as an ac-
tivation function that produced the similarity, S = exp(−d2), approximating the spatially
Gaussian kernel. We further used a convolution layer to compute the effective/average
distance d for adjacent pixels, i.e.,
d = Conv(I) (3)
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where I the input feature maps. For a small convolution kernel, i.e., 5× 5 in this study,
the average distance can be a reasonable approximation of the pairwise distance between
pixels. This was based on the fact that the convolution network (without the activation)
can perform a linear operation locally on input feature vectors, e.g., average the local
distance of the adjacent pixels or feature vectors. As a convolution kernel, in Eq. (3), it
can perform the average and subtraction for every pixel surrounding the center pixel, and
one can train a 5× 5×K to 1 convolution kernel, where K the number of input features,
resulting in one average local distance map, d. Then the vector activation function, in Eq.
(2), can convert the distance map to a weighting map, which approximated a truncated
local Gaussian kernel. Such Gaussian similarity kernel can be simply calculated by a
trainable convolution layer plus a new activation function in Eq.(2).
Similar to the method used in [23, 12], two input feature vectors, e.g., xi and xj, if
they were similar in Eq. (2) should be labeled with the similar or the same output feature
vector, using a specially designed pairwise potential in Eq. (1). In this study, we followed
the implementation of CRFasRNN, and the pairwise potential was defined as a weighted
sum of Gaussian similarity kernel in Eq. (2) [23, 12]:
ψP (yi, yj) = µ(yi, yj)
∑
m
w(m)Sm(xi, xj) (4)
where m = 1, ...,M , the index of Gaussian kernel Sm(., .) that applied on feature
vectors [23]. In [23], function µ(., .), was the label compatibility function that adjusted
label mutual weightings according to their compatibility, i.e., for yi = l, yj = l
′ and
l, l′L, µ(l, l′) learned the mutual weightings between different labels regardless of spatial
locations of yi and yj. Therefore, maximizing the conditional probability in Eq. (1)
resulted in the most probable output feature vectors (those were chosen from the label
set L) based on combinations of similar input feature vectors [23].
The implementation of CRF was based on the mean-field iteration method as an
RNN that was initially proposed in [23]. The iteration minimized the KL-divergence of
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the targeting probability distribution P and the estimated Q [23], which is given as the
product of independent marginal distributions, i.e.,
Q =
∏
i
QiQi(yi) =
∑
yj
µ(yi, yj)
∑
m
w(m)Sm(xi, xj)Qi(yi) (5)
In that study, authors recast the mean-field iteration method into a few iterative steps
those can be embedded into the deep neural network, and they were: message passing,
pre-weighting, compatibility transform, unary addition, and normalization [23]. It should
be noted that all steps in the original CRFasRNN can be readily implemented as a con-
volution layer and softmax activation function, except the message passing step was not
compatible with the typical convolution layer [23]. The mean-field iteration method can
be written as the below steps [23] with the modification on the Gaussian kernel compu-
tation in Eq. (4):
Algorithm 1, Mean-field iteration for CRF in [23] with similarity weighting defined in Eq.
(2).
U(l) = Conv block(I(l))
Qi(l) =
1
Zi
exp(Ui(l)), foralli Initialization
While(not converged)
Q˜i
(m)
(l)←∑j 6=i Sm(xi, xj)Qi(l), forallm Message passing
Qˇi(l)←
∑
mw
(m)Q˜i
(m)
(l) Pre-weighting
Pi(l)←
∑
l′L µ(l, l
′)Qˇi(l) Compatibility transform
Q˜i(l)← Ui(l)− Pi(l) Add unary
Qi ← 1
Zi
exp(Q˜i(l)) Softmax
In this study we set M=1, i.e., one Gaussian kernel, and we reduced the message pass-
ing in Algorithm to an element-wise multiplication of S and the local sum of Q. S(xi) was
the approximation of Sm(xi, xj) for adjacent pixels within a convolution kernel, i.e., S(xi)
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was derived from the average local distance map d, resulted that
∑
j 6=i Sm(xi, xj)Qi(l) was
replaced by S(xi)
∑
j 6=i,j∈Ω(i) Qi(l) for a truncated local summation for j ∈ Ω(i) in mes-
sage passing. Then a convolution layer can perform such summation operation locally for
Qi(l), as well as for learning weightings in pre-weighting and the compatibility transform
steps, i.e., these steps can be approximated by Conv(Q). This simplification allowed the
CRF to be implemented fully by two convolution layers, one for P = S ∗ Conv(Q), an
element-wise multiplication of S and Conv(Q), and another for d = Conv(Q), plus a
softmax and newly introduced activation function, i.e., S = exp(−d2) from Eq. (2), as
shown in Figure 1b. This simplified CRF can be inserted in the UNet or SegNet struc-
ture without too much increase in the computation burden, as shown in Figure 1. The
simplified CRFI algorithm is summarized below:
Algorithm 2, Simplified neural network implementation for Algorithm Algorithm 1, which
can be approximately by two convolution layers.
U = Conv block(I) Convolution block in UNet/SegNet
Q = Softmax(U) Initialization
While(not converged
d = Conv(I) Average local distance measurement
S = exp(−d2) Similarity weighting
P = S ∗ Conv(Q) Message passing, pre-weighting, and compatibility transform
Q˜ = U − P Add unary
Q = Softmax(Q˜) Softmax
Another practical consideration was to utilize the attention gate for mean-field iter-
ation [15], in order to insert the CRF in a UNet or SegNet structure without creating
hurdles in training the network end-to-end. We considered the simplified message passing
step, i.e., S ∗ Conv(Q) (where ∗ for element-wise multiplication) in Algorithm , was an
attention gate for S, gated by Conv(Q), in Figure 2. This was similar to the attention
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gate for RNN in [15], as a series of multiplications of the attention maps and the input
feature maps. In [15], a special design that concatenated the gating g and input feature
map x, i.e., g||x, was used to gate x, instead of directly using g, which may help the gra-
dient backpropagation in this RNN. To adapt this idea, we simply replaced the average
local distance measurement in Algorithm by
d = Conv(I||Q) (6)
The complete data flow of the modified CRF is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
To reiterate the method above, as illustrated in Figure 1, in this study, three simplified
conditional random field layers as inserts (CRFIs) were added to the original SegNet
structure. The CRFI combines the input and output of the convolution block, i.e., I
and U , based on the spatial local similarity measured on I. As explained in Algorithm
, we replaced the message-passing step by a convolution layer so that the CRFasRNN
structure can be inserted into each level of SegNet on the encoder side (Fig. 1b). In this
CRFI structure, as shown in Figure 1b, intermediate variables were: U for negative of
unary energy, S for Gaussian similarity weighting from the average local distance map,
d, and Q for probability from the previous iteration. These CRFIs on encoder side of
the SegNet convert input feature vectors from convolution blocks, U = Conv block(I),
into consistent output feature vectors based on the similarity measured on I, as governed
by the exponential activation, exp(−d2), and a convolution layer (i.e., Eq. (6)) that
determined the average local distance map, d. For example, small d correspond to high
local similarity, which can result in a large exp(−d2) and a small penalty on the pairwise
energy defined in Eqs. (1) and (4). The CRFasRNN method then used the Gaussian
kernel, i.e., exp(−d2) as the weighting for the “bilateral filter” for Q, in Algorithm to
follow the mean-field inference method with the pairwise energy defined in Eq. (4).
With two simplifications, i.e., M = 1 and Gaussian weighting was applied locally and
approximately, a convolution layer could be used to replace several steps in Algorithm
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. This setting allowed the use of two convolution layers to perform the simplified CRF.
Such CRFI can be placed either on the encoder side of SegNet or at the end of the
SegNet, as to how CRFasRNN was used [23] and can be compatible with the end-to-end
training of SegNet. In addition, vector similarity in Eq. (2) was defined as the existence of
small average distance in spatial adjacent feature vectors, which was implemented using
a convolution layer in this study.
Training and testing
As an initial experiment, 725 2D images (i.e., 29 MRI cases) were used in training; while,
174 2D images (i.e., 6 cases) were used in testing. The data augmentation methods used
included ± 30-pixel shift, ± 5-degree 3D rotation, ± 5% affine scaling, ± 50% intensity
scaling, and ± 10% additive noise. For the training of all networks, the loss function
(LF) was defined as a joint negative logarithm of the soft Dice coefficient: (2*intersec-
tion)/(count(label)+count(prediction), and weighted cross-entropy loss. For weighted
cross-entropy loss, 0.02, 1.0, and 1.0 weightings for background, TZ, and PZ classes
were used, respectively. ADAM operator was used with a fixed training rate of 10−4.
Within the CRFI, 5 × 5 convolution kernels were used for two convolution layers, as
shown in Figure 1b. The number of iterations for CRFI was set to 5 in Algorithm 2
in this study. All the neural networks were implemented in Tensorflow software v1.0
(https://www.tensorflow.org/).
Results
Figure 3 shows typical neural network segmentation results from 4 participants. The
neural network was able to predict the correct zonal boundary in most cases. The Seg-
Net+CRFIs can also provide slightly better contour detection/interpolation compared
with that of UNet (e.g., in Volunteer #2 in Fig. 3 anterior surface of TZ). SegNet+CRFIs
also had slightly better Dice score compared with that of UNet (Table 1). Figure 4 com-
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pared the UNet, the SegNet alone, and proposed SegNet+CRFIs segmentation with a
focus on the challenging slices for UNet on 4 participants. The results in Figure 4 showed
the ill-defined boundaries in UNet and SegNet outputs. The SegNet+CRFIs segmenta-
tion showed the robustness in determining smooth boundaries of the prostate compared
with the baseline UNet and SegNet segmentation.
Figure 5 shows another experiment using a CRFI at the end of SegNet. The CRFI
was able to correct the errors from the SegNet output, i.e., post vs. pre end-CRFI,
resulting in smooth and consistent segmentation for prostate. This result confirmed that
the functionality of CRFI was to encourage the consistency of the output labels with
reference to the input image. Figure 6 shows a similar experimental setting, but with
CRFIs on the encoder side of SegNet and at the end, the comparison was performed for
results from before and after the end-CRFI. Interesting, the results were largely the same,
suggesting the CRFIs on encoder side of SegNet, i.e., SegNet+CRFIs, was effective in
preserving the smooth contours and it was compatible with having a CRFI at the end of
the network and an end-to-end training strategy.
Discussion
These CRF inserts may help the convergence of the SegNet during training because of the
multi-scale local spatial similarity is encouraged, i.e., multi-level attention focusing that is
similar to methods in (15,16). The functionality of CRFI at the end of SegNet was similar
to the conventional CRFasRNN [23] or DenseCRF [10]. Meanwhile, in contrast with the
previous approaches, proposed CRFI can be placed inside the UNet or SegNet structure
as the SegNet+CRFIs combination demonstrated in this study. The SegNet+CRFIs also
achieved a higher Dice coefficient compared with baseline UNet or SegNet. Intuitively, for
each CNN block plus CRFI, the combination behavior was like that of CNN + CRF, i.e.,
preserving the edge of the object. The CRFI in this setting encouraged the multi-level
spatial similarity on the encoder side and helped the edge detection/interpolation and
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model convergence. The proposed SegNet + CRFI deep neural network can perform zonal
prostate segmentation, achieving higher Dice coefficients compared to those provided by
non-neural network state-of-the-art methods, i.e., Dice coefficients of 0.60 and 0.70 for
PZ and CG/TZ by template-based and C-means clustering [2] and level-set [21]. The
limitations of the current study include the small sample size and the homogeneous MRI
exam, i.e., all using the same parameters and from one institute and all patients bear
untreated prostate cancer. Further testing our method on a larger set of clinical and
multi-center data is required to confirm these results.
This study also presented a feasible simplification for CRF and mean-field inference,
as we used two convolution layers to implement the CRFI in the proposed model, allowing
the CRFI to be placed either on the encoder side of SegNet or at the end of it or both.
Interestingly, the similarity or the average local distance map in proposed CRFI might
have the representation capacity for affine transform on adjacent feature vectors, which
was used globally in CapsuleNet [17]. We also empirically found that the SegNet+CRFIs
network could recognize the relative spatial relation between TZ and PZ at the early
stage of the training, leading to a rapid training convergence compared with the baseline
Unet.
Conclusion
In summary, three fully convolutional neural networks based on SegNet and CRF for
zonal prostate segmentation were presented and demonstrated high accuracy. The Seg-
Net with CRFI solved the ill-defined boundary with UNet segmentation and achieved
the higher Dice coefficient compared with baseline UNet and SegNet. This study demon-
strated that adding CRFI to the SegNet was appropriate augmentation for improving the
segmentation of the prostate.
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Table 1: Dice coefficients measured on six T2W MRI cases (N = 71, i.e., 71 2D images
on the prostate, mean ± standard deviation).
Peripheral zone Central gland Whole gland
UNet 0.734 ± 0.149 0.825 ± 0.127 0.851 ± 0.034
SegNet 0.736 ± 0.176 0.822 ± 0.144 0.867 ± 0.030
SegNet+CRFIs 0.737 ± 0.167 0.829 ± 0.131 0.888 ± 0.029
SegNet, post end-CRFI 0.744 ± 0.148 0.847 ± 0.067 0.852 ± 0.058
SegNet+CRFIs, post end-CRFI 0.757 ± 0.135 0.842 ± 0.091 0.890 ± 0.022
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(a)
Input, I
Conv block(I) ⇒ U exp[−Conv(I||Q)2]⇒ S
Softmax[U −
S ∗ Conv(Q)]
⇒ Q
output, Q
(b)
Figure 1: (a) Modified CRF inserts (CRFIs) in SegNet (SegNet+CRFIs), applied to the
encoder side of SegNet. Colors are yellow for convolution block, magenta for CRFI, red
for 2×2 max-pooling, and blue for upsampling and concatenation. Apart from SegNet′s
bypath connections, CRFI has feedback connections that encourage the data consistency
or similarity at multiple levels. (b) Diagram of the connection between a convolution
block (yellow) and the recurrent CRFI (magenta). The CRFI combines the input, I, and
convolution block output U based on the spatial similarity in I. Intermediate variables
are S for similarity weighting of the input image and Q for conditional probability from
the previous iteration. S is computed by a convolution layer applied to the input I with
a new activation function, i.e., S = exp[−Conv(I||Q)2]. Small S corresponds to high
locally similarity, which results in a small penalty on the pairwise potential in Eq. (1). Q
for the conditional probability that would produce the probable output during iteration
for similar intensity and adjacent pixels to be labeled with the same output vector. The
following step, i.e., S ∗ Conv(Q), generated the pairwise part, i.e., Softmax[U − S ∗
Conv(Q)], updating Q. The darker band in some boxes indicate the activation function.
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◦◦
|| Conv(I||Q) exp(−d2) ×
Conv(Q)
−
Softmax
◦
I d S P
Q
U
Attention gate
Figure 2: Data flow of the recurrent CRFI in Figure 1. The CRFI combines the input,
I, and convolution block output U based on the spatial similarity measured on I. U
is the negative of the unary energy in CRF. S = exp(−d2) is similarity weighting from
the average local distance map d = Conv(I||Q), and Q for conditional probability from
previous iteration. The whole CRFI can be viewed as an attention gate inside a CRF.
The S is gated by Conv(Q) through element-wise multiplication, i.e., P = S ∗Conv(Q).
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Figure 3: Representative neural network segmentation results from 4 participants. The
neural network predictions and the human-labeled PZ and TZ were contoured and over-
laid on the T2 weighted MR images. Note that the neural network was able to predict
the correct zonal boundary in most cases, even at the presence of T2 lesion (arrow).
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Figure 4: Comparison of UNet, SegNet, and proposed SegNet+CRFIs segmentation and
zoom-in views overlaid on the T2-weighted images. Slices were from the top or bottom
of the prostate, where the segmentation was challenging. Results indicate the ill-defined
boundaries in UNet and SegNet outputs. The SegNet+CRFIs segmentation has higher
Dice score compared with SegNet (Table 1) with smooth boundaries of the prostate.
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Figure 5: (Top) Scheme of a SegNet with a CRFI at the end. (Bottom) Representative
neural network segmentation results from 4 participants. Predictions before or after the
CRFI. Note that the CRFI was able to correct the errors from the SegNet, i.e., post vs.
pre end-CRFI, resulting in smooth and consistent segmentation for prostate.
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Figure 6: (Top) Scheme of a combination of two methods: CRFIs on encoder side and
at the end. (Bottom) Predictions before or after end-CRFI and the human-labeled PZ
and TZ were overlaid on the T2 weighted MR images. Note that the segmentation from
pre and post end-CRFI were both smooth and consistent. Meanwhile, results from post
end-CRFI had highest Dice score in this study.
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